Operation World Peace

About 50 years ago I saw a film adaptation of Jules Vernes novel Robour - The Conqueror.
The film was not quite like the novel, but I think Jules Verne would not have had anything
against this movie version.Robour was a man who had done something which at the time was
considered impossible. He had constructed a giant aircraft, The Albatross, and thus came to
dominate the airspace. He had become Master of the World.One scene from the movie burned
itself so firmly into my mind that I to this day remember it very clearly: The big aircraft that
had countless propellers were still in the air over two armies, which were deployed and ready
to start fighting each other. Robour was (like Captain Nemo in the One Thousand Leagues
Under The Sea) against war. He wanted to stop what he saw from his view would be a bloody
affair.His problem was simply this: Good enough, he had absolute control over the overall
situation, because he, unimpeded from his airplane, could bomb both armies, but by dropping
bombs he involved himself in precisely what he wanted to prevent - war. The question
therefore was whether he could dissuade the two armies to fight, threaten to bomb both if they
did not mutually stop their exercise.As it appeared in the film, Robourâ€™s dilemma was that
he did not have a peace technology, i.e. a technology that directly would stop or prevent a war
without violent means.I remember the scene where Robour in his giant public address system
was exhorting the two armies not to go to war, and stated that if they still did it, he would
bomb them both. The armies did not listen to Robourâ€™s admonitions, and the scene ended
with both armies exposed to Robourâ€™s bombardment, so that they were unable to fight
each other. Robour himself was bitter and angry.The film ended with the mighty airplane
severely damaged and later on blown up by the three prisoners he had on board. Robour chose
to sink into the sea with his flying ship, but his last words were:I take my dream (world peace)
with me. But it will not be lost to humanity. It will belong to you the day the world is educated
enough to profit by it and wise enough not two abuse it.Captain Nemos last words, when his
submarine Nautilus sank, had a similar message:There is hope for the future, and when the
world is ready for a new and better life, all this (war) will some day come to pass in Gods
good time.â€•Today we have what Robour did not - a genuine peace-forming technique, i.e. a
technology which can both prevent wars and also bring existing wars to an end. This
technology is completely different from any war technology, as while war technology is based
on the ability to destroy, peace technology builds on the ability to create and build.The
problem is that many are so fixated on the destructive side of life and its material side that they
may hardly believe in peace technology. One knows what missiles, shells, tanks, machine guns
and bombers are, but world peace through meditation in groups?Sound too unlikely that by
closing your eyes and meditate we can affect belligerent countries to cease hostilities? If you
think so, it is perhaps because ones worldview is not up to date. We must therefore examine
what a worldview is, how it forms, and how we might change it.
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the National Council of Churches of Nepal in for social and national development and
Christian Efforts for Peace, Justice, and Reconciliation ( CEPJAR). Pray for God to work
miracles in the hearts of the leaders and of the people Pray that the new constitution and
government will be instruments of peace, justice.
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Operation World Peace - Kindle edition by Jesspar Loeth. Download it once and read it on
your Kindle device, PC, phones or tablets. Use features like. Check out Operation: World
Peace by Cozmo Beregofsky on Amazon Music. Stream ad-free or purchase CD's and MP3s
now on pikadeli.com This campaigns aim is to generate enough funds to support and prevent
world hunger, disease and poverty. 26 Nov - 7 min - Uploaded by Lecia Breen Together we
can take ACTION AND CHANGE OUR PLANET FOR THE BETTER!
26 May - 3 min - Uploaded by Lecia Breen Join us July 1, for a global initiative to bring love,
peace and harmony to our planet. 13 Oct - 4 min - Uploaded by Lecia Breen I created this
video with the YouTube Video Editor (pikadeli.com editor). This article appeared in Defence
India, June 24, OPERATION: WORLD PEACE. By Maj. Gen. G. H. Israni, VSM and Dr.
David R. Leffler.
The world's deadliest U.N. mission. the U.N. mission in Mali, known as MINUSMA, the
world body's deadliest ongoing peace operation. 21 Apr - 8 sec read and download for free
here pikadeli.com?book=B00E3ER2KU[ Read PDF.
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Finally i give this Operation World Peace file. so much thank you to Brayden Yenter that give
me thisthe file download of Operation World Peace for free. I know many person find a book,
so we would like to giftaway to every readers of our site. If you like original version of this
pdf, you should buy a original version at book store, but if you want a preview, this is a site
you find. Happy download Operation World Peace for free!
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